MULTIPLE ENZYME COMPLEX
Is The Money
You Spend On
Food REALLY
Helping You
Shape Your
Body?

BEVERLY INTERNATIONAL

To Maximize The Effectiveness Of All
Your Food And Any Of Your Nutrition…
One Thing Is A Must!

As a bodybuilder (and if you are trying to improve your body then you are a bodybuilder)
you do not want average nutrition. You want the best nutrition possible, so you feel vitally
alive, every day. As an athlete and bodybuilder, you incessantly strive to improve because
you are not content with an average life, an average body or average performance. This
can be achieved, but only if you give your body everything it needs.
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Supplement Facts:

ou might not think about it, but every cell in your body is manufactured from the nutrients you
digest and absorb. You already know that consuming large amounts of high-quality nutrients is
a must if you want to build a superior body…but there’s a more important factor that you might not
have heard much about. You see, no matter how good the nutrition you take in is, if you’re not digesting it properly, none of it matters!

It’s a Fact! You Use 80% of Your Body’s Energy to Digest Food Alone
If you’ve done your homework, you already know that Beverly puts a huge focus on creating
supplements that are “easily absorbed and utilized”. That’s another way of saying we create supplements that are easy for your body to digest, but we can’t control the whole foods you eat! Even if you
call and take advantage of our FREE custom nutrition plans, we have no control over how well your
body breaks down your whole food meals.
So, in order to make sure you truly have "good digestion", we created Multiple Enzyme Complex.
Enzyme supplementation is vital. Enzymes direct all of your body’s chemical reactions from construction of new muscle tissue, to the oxidation of glucose and stored fat for energy.

Why You Can’t Rely On the Enzymes in Your Foods
There are no enzymes in processed foods, and while you may not eat hardly anything processed, if
you cook any food above 118° F, you’ll destroy the enzymes it had in it. Without proper enzyme function, your food is not digested and you experience “digestive luekocytosis” (where your white blood
cell count increases after a meal).

Container Size: 100 tablets
Serving Size: 1 tablet
Servings Per Container: 100

Amount per
tablet:

Betaine Hydrochloride 180mg
Pepsin
40mg
Papain
50mg
Ox Bile
120mg
Pancreatin
60mg
Mycozyme
60mg

Suggested Use:

Take 1 tablet daily for general
digestive support.

For hard gainers:

Take 1-3 tablets with each
meal or protein shake. Often
Beverly’s Multiple Enzyme
Complex is the missing link to
jumpstarting your bodybuilding
progress.

White blood cell count is increased to counter the undigested food your body views as a trespasser.
These incompletely digested food molecules are unable to be absorbed through the pores of your
intestines into your blood stream and the body then identifies these tiny bits of food-matter as threats
and attempts to destroy them!
Your immune system then tries to do a job it is not designed to do. It mobilizes white blood cells to
try and digest food, stressing your body’s energy and your immune system. This is incredibly taxing on
your system because it’s not designed to work like this. Multiple Enzyme Complex however, makes
sure your body can handle a situation like this, all very easily and naturally.
If you want to make certain of your ability to digest the nutrients you take in, if you want to
have more energy, look and feel better, or simply want to preserve your good health you now enjoy,
Multiple Enzyme Complex will do for you, what it has done for thousands of other top-notch athletes world-wide. Try it today, your total delight is 100% guaranteed!

FOR REAL SUCCESS STORIES VISIT WWW.BODYBUILDINGWORLD.COM
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